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Steganography is the art of covering or hiding writing, the purpose of 

steganography is covert communication to hide a message from a third party. 

The aim of this paper is to introduce an efficient and strong approach for 

hiding secret message within diacritical Arabic Text by using B+_tree as a 

tool for compress the secret message and DNA nucleotides as method for 

coding and Arabic diacritics as a cover text for steganography. The proposed 

approach is implemented on many diacritical Arabic text and the results are 

tested according to the authorized measures that are used in this field. And 

comparison is performed between the results that are obtained in this work 

with results that are obtained from other works in this field. The proposed 

approach has achieved a high capacity ratio for steganography form (79% to 

106%)and also provides good security (transparency) for steganography 

based on some of similarity measures from (0.791 to0.9024). 
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Introduction 

One of the newest hot spots in security research is steganography in Arabic text. Arabic text has many appropriate 

features for data embedding.  Arabic writing is very rich in diacritic marks, which the structure prefers in 

steganographic applications. Arabic diacritic marks represent efficient carriers to hide information into plaintext 

B+ tree usually uses as a special dictionary for storing the secret massages (with their codes) in a manner that 

prevent redundancy of these massages or even sub massages in this dictionary (in order to provide efficient memory 

usage). So the proposed method includes two stages :(Store the secret message in this dictionary (if it is not found) 

and get its unique code (at send process)) and (retrieve the unique secret message when we have its code from this 

dictionary (at received process) [2].In this proposed method, we will use B+ tree as a tool for compression the secret 

message. And DNA nucleotides as method for coding, and Arabic diacritics as cover text for steganography 

1. Steganography in Arabic Text 

Text is one of the oldest media used in steganography; well before the electronic age, letters, books, and 

telegrams hid secret messages within their texts.  The wealth of electronic textual information available as well 

as the difficulty of serious linguistic analysis makes this an interesting medium for steganographic information 

hiding [3].Soft-copy text is in many ways the most difficult place to hide data. This is due largely to the relative lack 

of redundant information in a text file as compared with a picture or a sound, while it is often possible to make 

imperceptible modifications to a picture, even an extra letter or period in text may be noticed by a casual reader 

.Steganography in text is an exercise in the discovery of modifications that are not noticed by reader[4]. 

     Arabic text has many appropriate features for data embedding. Arabic language uses different symbols as 

diacritical marks, or simply diacritics which are also known as Harakat.  The main reason to use these symbols is to 

distinguish between words that have same letters. It depends on Arabic Diacritics (Harakat), where diacritics are 
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optional. Most of Arabic novels can be read without Diacritics, which depends on the language‟s grammar. Arabic 

diacritic marks represent efficient carriers to hide information within text. Also Arabic alphabets have letters, some 

of which are without dots (unpointed letters), others are with dots with different positions of dots (pointed letters) 

[5].  

 

2. B+ Tree  

 B+ Tree is a variation of B-Trees a structure of nodes linked by pointers is anchored by a special node 

called the root, and bounded by leaves has a unique path to each leaf, and all paths are equal length stores keys only 

at leaves, and stores reference values in other, internal, nodes guides key search, via the reference values, from the 

root to the leaves. B+ tree is called an index to database, such that each record will be stored in the database, the 

reference number (and the key) of that record will be stored in the B+ tree. So when we want to reach a certain 

record, we need to know its key to get its reference number from the B+ tree. When we get the reference number of 

that record we can retrieve the required record directly. B+ tree is an arranged and balanced tree, and this is why it is 

so fast in retrieving the required data [2]. 

 B+-trees distinguish internal and leaf nodes, keeping data only at the leaves, whereas ordinary B-trees 

would also store keys in the interior. B+-tree insertion, therefore, requires managing the interior node reference 

values in addition to simply finding a spot for the data, as in the simpler B-tree algorithm [6]. 

 

3. The Proposed Approach 

 

Steganography Approach is consisting of preprocessing and embedding processes. Figure (1) illustrates the main 

structure of the proposed Steganography approach: 

 

3.1. Compression (coding)  the secret message Stage 

Compression stage represents the first stage in the proposed approach that aims to convert the secret massage to 

small codes numbers by investigating from the compression feature that is available in B+ tree structure (indexing 

structure), that is illustrated in [2] in a manner that prevents redundancy of these messages or even sub messages in 

order to provide efficient memory usage. This stage is represented by store of the secret message and getting its 

unique code based on B+ tree indexing, in order to reach unique codes of the secret message. One of the most 

important parameters in this stage is represented by Code-Counter (n).   This parameter refers to total number of 

secret messages that are store in dictionary. Algorithm (1) will illustrate the main steps for getting list of code of 

secret message that consist of one or more sentences. Algorithm (2) will illustrate the main steps for retrieving secret 

message from list of code 

 

 

1.2. Preprocessing for Compress Codes  

This stage is considered as a primary treatment for embedding stage.  New method will be proposed for this 

purpose based on using DNA for coding requirement and then mapping to Arabic diacritics  to be more suitable for 

embedding stage.  

 DNA Coding: The preprocessing for encrypted code based on DNA coding is  represent by converting the 

encrypted points into DNA bases  that are four (A, T, C or G) instead of 0 or 1 to increase the probability space 

used for  the diacritics predication in front of the eavesdropper. Table (1) illustrates the mapping from point 

number into DNA strand. 

 Arabic Diacritics: Arabic diacritics consist of nine diacritics as shown  in Table (2). The proposed approach 

selects most four popular Arabic diacritics that are used in Arabic language as Diacritic Bases and another one 

as Control diacritic. 

a. Diacritic Bases (DB): After encrypted points passing through DNA coding process, each DNA strand will 

be converted into four Arabic diacritics by mapping each nucleotide into corresponding one Arabic 

diacritic as shown in Table (3). Table (4) illustrates the  example for final mapping into  secret diacritics. 

According to prime (251), (4
4
) is able to encode numbers from 0 to 255. If prime number is increased then 

the length of DNA strand is also increased with same bases for example when prime = 271 DNA length = 

4
5
 . 

b. Control diacritic (CD) : The role of this diacritic will be explained in embedding stage. 

 

 

1.3. Preprocessing for Cover Text   
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      Preprocessing   for cover text is represented   by extract of   the Stego Key from cover text. Stego Key consists 

of  two keys, primary key called Start-StegoKey (SSK) and Secondary key called End –StegoKey (ESK), (i.e. the 

secret diacritics  will be embedded   in the  area for the cover text that is determined  based on SSK and ESK in the 

cover text). 

 Start-Stego Key (SSK): SSK represents  a particular Arabic grammar rule such as (Kan Wa akawatiha) .This 

grammar rule always has a fixed forma in any Arabic sentences for example , some of (Kan Wa akawatiha) 

grammar rules are : 

 
SSK in this  proposed approach is  represented  following rule:- 

 
 

 

Both sender and receiver will agree on the grammar rule and verify appearance in the selected cover text .In this 

work, the proposed steganography approach will depend on the first appearance of the grammar rule in cover 

text. 

 End –Stego Key (ESK): ESK is represent by one of unused DNA strand, by investigating from the feature that 

is represented by DNA strand which is  generated by (4
n 

) DNA  strand and is greater than prime number. For 

this reason unused DNA strands will appear. Therefore ESK depends on the unused DNA strand, that is 

described in Table (1) and Table (4). i.e. there are five DNA strand number not used, one of them will be   

selected as ESK by agreement between the sender and receiver. Algorithm (3) illustrates the main steps of 

preprocessing for encrypt code and cover text. 

 

1.4. Embedding Process 

The proposed embedding method that will be produced aims   to investigate from  Arabic texts that usually appear  

with fully diacritics as cover texts such as sacred texts and  poems.  The following steps illustrate the embedding 

procedure: 

 The first diacritic of the secret diacritics list is compared with the first diacritic in the cover diacritics list after 

SSK appears (grammar rule). For example, if the first secret diacritic is Fatha and the first diacritic in cover 

after Start- Stego Key  is a „Fatha‟, then diacritic is kept on the cover media and an index for both the secret 

diacritics  and the cover media is incremented. If, however, the first diacritic in cover after grammar rule  is not 

a „Fatha‟ then it is removed from the cover media and the index for the cover media is incremented to explore 

the next diacritic. This process is repeated until the next „Fatha‟ is found. Embedding process is continued until 

secret diacritic list is empty. Algorithms (4) illustrates the main steps of embedding stage 

Note: The extracting process for the secret diacritic is performed in the same manner but  with reverse order. 

Algorithm (5) illustrates the main steps of Extracting stage. 

 Control Diacritic (CD) is an important tool in the proposed embedding process. It‟s represented by any 

Arabic diacritic (except Diacritic Bases). It separates between one strand of Diacritic  and another. The 

main purpose for using the control diacritic through embedding process is in order to disperse the attention 

from the embedding area and to increase the transparency. Practically, if Control Diacritic  is not used, 

some distortion may appear in entire cover text by there are intensive diacritics in some area and others not. 

Control diacritic that is relied upon in this work is Shadaa(  ّ ). 

 

2. Implementation of the proposed approach 

 

List of compressed code (B+_Tree codes) = {40, 234, 39, 167,8, 228, 126,174, 181, 231} 

List of DNA Strands =["AGCT","GGCG","AGTA","CGTA", "ATCT", "GGTT", "TAGG", 

"CGGG","CATC","GGTA"] 
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List of Secret Arabic diacritics = 
[ ُ  َ ْ ْ ِ َ ُ ِ ْ ْ ْ ِ ْ ْ ُ َ َ َ ْ ْ َ ِ َ ُ ُ َ ْ ِ ُ َ ْ ُ ْ ِ ْ ْ َ ِ ْ ُ] 

 

3. Test the Experimental Results 

This section will implement the most popular measurements for   steganography in text in order  to test  

experimental results of the proposed approach for each stage and perform comparison between  the results that are 

obtained  from the proposed approach  that is produced in this thesis and the results  that obtained from previous  

works in steganography in text.  

There are mainly three aspects that should be taken into account when testing  the results of the proposed 

method of steganography in text. They are security, capacity and robustness. The following sections illustrates the 

details of results of each aspect. 

 

6.  Measure  of Capacity or Data Payload (byte/byte) 

      This section tests the steganography system with different cover text file sizes in terms of capacity. 

 

1. Table (5) illustrates the results of capacity ratio for the proposed steganography  approach that was tested 

according  to the following equation : 

Capacity ratio = (amount of hidden bytes) / (size of the cover text in bytes) , and Table (6) clarify  capacity 

ratio of other previous approaches . Tables (5) clarifies the robust of this proposed   approach in term of 

capacity by providing high capacity ratio when compared with the capacity of  other approaches of  

steganography in Arabic text that  shown in Table (6). This proposed approach success in embedding large 

volume of information in small amount of text by using an efficient approach for text compression/ encoding  

that  has  a mighty effect on increasing the capacity. 

 

4. Undetectability or Perceptual Transparency (Security) 

 

This section shows the results of the proposed approach steganography in term of security. To maintain transparency 

and for better understanding and visual substantiation of test results, evaluation of the output of stego text will done 

the measurements of similarity. Measurements of similarity involve: 

1. Computing Jaro-Winkler distance  

2. Computing the  Demo Levenshtein (Edit Distance)  

 

7.1. The Jaro-Winkler Distance 

This section  implement the Jaro-Winkler Distance similarity measure by comparing the similarity between a cover 

text and the stego text, the Jaro-Winkler distance for measuring similarity between two strings has been computed. 

Table (7) illustrates the Jaro score for six covers and stego covers using the proposed approach and Table (8) 

illustrates the Jaro for another steganography approach within English text. 

      The similarity of each test in this proposed approach refers to that cover text and stego text is almost identical. 

Applying of Jaro approach was done on diacritics of cover and diacritics of stego because Arabic letters are 

absolutely  don‟t affected(i.e. Letters of the words remain the same after embedding process). 

7.2. Damerau-Levenshtein Distance  
  In computer science theory, the Damerau-Levenshtein distance is a distance between two strings.  In this measure, 

calculating the minimum number of operations is necessary to convert a string to another, a transaction is defined as 

the insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character, or as a transposition of two characters. Table (9) 

illustrates the differences between cover and its stegotext , and the percentage of each test (i.e. a large percentage 

means the strings are very different; a small distance means the strings are very similar). Damerau-Levenshtein 

distance has been  achieved in this proposed approach  into novel scores when compared with another approaches 

that are shown in Table (10). 
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Algorithm (1): Compress the secret message and get list of unique code 

 

Input: Secret message (sentences) 

Output: List of compressed code, Code counter (n). 

 

Process: 

Begin 

Step 1: Split the secret message into a set of  sentences 

Step2: For each sentence do the following  

If(Sentence  suppose as  a new sentence),then do the following  

1. Put the first word of the sentence as a key in b+ tree (Bt1), 

2. Compute the length of the sentence 

3. Give the sentence a new unique code 

4. And use this code as a key for b+ tree (Bt2) 

5. Increment Code counter (n) 

 

If (Sentence  has words that are already found in dbase but with no code ),then do the following 

1. Give it a new code 

2. Store it in Bt2 as a key 

     3. Increment Code counter (n) 

 

If( sentence has words that  are already found in dbase except the last word) , then  do the following 

1.  Store the last word in dbase and the reference of the previous word 

2.  Store at the previous word the new reference, 

3. And give it a new code 

4. Increment Code counter (n) 

 

If (sentence has  words that  are already found in dbase),then do the following 

1. Store the remaining words in dbase and the references of the next and previous word  

2. And give it a new code  

3. Increment Code counter (n) 

 

If(sentence is already found in dbase but with no code) ,then do the following  

1. Give it a new code 

2. Store it in Bt2 as a key 

3. Increment Code counter (n) 

 

If (sentences, such that, some of their  middle words are found in dbase) ,then do the following 

1. Only the not found words will be store in dbase,  

2. And we will store the first word in Bt1,  

3. And store the new code in Bt2 

4. Increment Code counter (n) 

Step 3: End 
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Figure (1): (Main stages of Steganography Approach) 

 

Algorithm (2) :Retrieve the unique secret message from list of code 

 

Input: List of compressed  code  

Output: Secret message 
 

Process: 

 Begin 

Step1: For each code in List of compressed code  do the following 

If(the code is found in Bt2) Then do the following 

 

5. Retrieve the term of the last word of the message that the code refer to it 

6.  Search in the list of this term on this  code  

7. Get the length of the sentence that  have the last word, and the reference of the previous word  

8. Follow the reference of the previous word, and take its word and concatenate it with next word, then follow the 

reference of its previous word and so on, until we get the sentence  

 

Step 2: End 

 

 

Algorithm (3): Preprocessing for secret message and for Cover text 

 

Input: Encrypted points, Diacritic Bases. 

Output: List of Secret diacritics. 
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Process: 

   Begin 

Step 1: Convert the secret points number  into DNA strand  that showing in Table(1) 

Step 2: Each Nucleotide in DNA strand  is converted into corresponding Arabic Diacritic Marks as shown in Table 

(3), (4) and put them in List of Secret diacritics 

Step 3: Look up for Start- Stego Key within cover text (i.e. Arabic grammar rule) 

Step 4: Select End-Stego Key (unique DNA strand)  from one of unused DNA nucleotide as in Table  (4) 

Step 5:Append  End -Stego Key to tail of List of secret diacritics 

Step6: Store diacritics of cover from Start-Stego Key in list  of Cover diacritics 

Step7: End 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm (4) : Embedding  Process 

 

Input: : List of Secret diacritics , Diacritic Bases, Control Diacritic, Start stego key ,DNA strand length, list  

of Cover diacritics, Initiate i = 1  ; j=1 ; k=1 ; 

Output: Stego Text  

Process: 

Begin 

Step 1:While(list of secret diacritics <> empty) 

Step 2:While (k <= DNA strand length ) 
 

      If   (list of secret diacritics [i]  = list  of Cover diacritics [j]  OR  list  of     Cover diacritics [j] ∉ (Diacritic 

Bases)  )  Then 

 keep list  of Cover diacritics [j]   ;  

 i++   ;  j++ ; k++ 

              Else  

 Remove  list  of Cover diacritics [j]   ; j++ 

 

Step 3:end while 

Step 4:while (list  of Cover diacritics [j]   is not reach to control diacritic)  

 keep list  of Cover diacritics [j]   ; j++ 

Step 6:End while 

Step 7:k=1 

Step  8:Go to  Step1 

Step9:End while 

Step10 :END  

 

 

Algorithm (5) : Extracting Stage 

 

Input: : Stego text (List  of   stego diacritics) , Diacritic Bases , Control Diacritic, Start stego key(SSK)  

Appearance of SSK , End Stego key , DNA strand length, list  of Cover diacritics, Initiate  i = 1  ; j=1 ; k=1 

Output: : List of Secret diacritics 

Process: 

Begin  

Step1: Find Start Stego Key and  Appearance of SSK 
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Step2: While (k <= DNA strand length ) 

          If (( List  of     stego diacritics [j])  ∈(Diacritic Bases) Then 

 List of Secret diacritics [i]=list  of     stego diacritics [j]   

 j++; i++; 

Step3 : End while 

Step4 : If (Last diacritics in List of Secret diacritics= End Stego Key) Then 

 Go to Step 10 

Else  

 Go to step 5 

Step5 : While (list  of stego diacritics [j]   is not reach to control diacritic) Do  

 j++ 

Step 6 :End while 

Step 7 :k=1 

Step 8 :Go to  Step2 

Step 9:End while 

Step10 :END  
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Table(3): Mapping nucleotide into Arabic diacritic 

A= Damaah  ُ  ) ) T=Fatha ( َ ) C= Kasrah   ِ)  ) G=Sokoon  ْ ) ) 

 

 

Table (2):  Arabic diacritics 

 

Damaah  ُ  

Fatha  َ  

Kasrah  ِ  

Sokoon  ْ  

Tanween al- fatih  ً  

Tanween al- kaser  ٍ  

Tanween al- dam  ٌ  

Shadda  ّ  

Madda ~ 

Table(1): Mapping numbers to DNA strand 

 

Number DNA  Nucleotides 

0 ATAC 

1 ATAG 

2 ATAA 

4 ATTT 

5 ATTC 

6 ATTG 

7 ATTA 

8 

. 

. 

ATCT 

. 

. 

249 GACC 

250 GACG 

251 GACA "unused" 

252 GAGT"unused" 

253 GAGC"unused" 

254 GAGG"unused" 

255 CACA "unused" 
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Table(4):Mapping number into Arabic diacritics 

DNA  strand Arabic diacritics 

ATAT  ُ  َ ُ َ 

ATAC  ُ  َ ُ ِ 

ATAG  ُ  َ ُ ْ 

ATAA  ُ  َ ُ ُ 

ATTT  ُ  َ َ َ 

ATTC  ُ  َ َ ِ 

ATTG  ُ  َ َ ْ 

ATTA  ُ  َ َ ُ 

ATCT 

. 

. 

 ُ  َ ِ َ 

. 

. 

GACC  ْ  ُ ِ ِ 

GACG  ْ  ُ ِ ْ 

GACA "unused"  ْ  ُ ِ ُ 

GAGT "unused"  ْ  ُ ْ َ 

GAGC"unused"  ْ  ُ ْ ِ 

GAGG"unused"  ْ  ُ ْ ْ 

CACA "unused"  ِ  ُ ِ ُ 

  

Table ( 5): Capacity ratio of proposed Approach 

Diacritics 

Arabic 

Cover 

 

Book Address Secret Message  

Size (byte) 

Real used Size  of 

Cover  (byte) 

Hiding 

CapacityRatio,(byte/

byte) % 

Average  

Capacity 

% 

Al- Ashbaah Nahij Al Balaghaa 

book 

1900 1929 98  

 

79 

Abu-

Hamzaa Al 

thamali 

Mafateeh  Al 

Jinaan boo
]
) 

1900 2229 85 

AL-

Tawheed 

Nahij Al Balaghaa 

book  

1900 

 

3549 54 

Sefat Al 

mutaqeen 

Nahij Al Balaghaa 

book  

902 787 115  

 

91 

Al- Ashbaah Nahij Al Balaghaa 

book  

902 1033 87 

Komail 

 

Mafateeh  Al 

Jinaan book
[]
) 

902 

 

1262 

 

71 
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8. Conclusion 
1.  Use Arabic grammar rule as start stego key within cover text  succeed  to make stego key be more strong and 

secure against attackers because Arabic language have more than thousand grammar rule with their special cases , so 

it‟s so difficult to expected which grammar was used as stego key .   

Jawshan –

Al-Kabeer 

Mafateeh  Al 

Jinaan book
[]
) 

500 482 104  

 

106.4 

 

 
Sefat – Al –

Mutaqeen 

Mafateeh  Al 

Jinaan book
[]
) 

500 491 102 

Al-Eftitaah 

 

Mafateeh  Al 

Jinaan book
[]
) 

500 442 113 

Table(6) : Capacity ratio  of other approaches   

 

Approach Average of Capacity (byte/byte) % 

Shirali-Shaherza   [7] 74.32 

Gutub and Fattani [8] 33.68 

Diacritic approach [9] 8.019 

Kashidaa Approach  [10] 10.25 

Rehab and Nidaa Approach [5] 6.40 

Table (7):  Jaro similarity score for proposed 

approach 

Test number Jaro similarity score 

Tes1 0.7913 

Tes2 0.8188 

Tes3 0.8214 

Tes4 0.9024 

Tes5 0.8231 

Tes6 0.8412 

Table(8):   Jaro similarity score   for other 

approaches 

Approach  Jaro similarity score 

Approach in [11] 

 

0.8771 

Approach in [12]   

 

0.443   

Approach in [33] 

 

0.95 

 

Table(9): Damerau-Levenshteindistance of this 

 proposed approach 

Test Address NO. Differences Percentage of Differences between Cover Text and Stego 

Text 

Al-ashbaah 127 18.24% 

Al-Eftitaah 93 16.93% 

Abu hamza Al thamali 103 17.39% 

Al-Tawheed 125 12.13% 

Jawshan al kabeer 82 18.51% 

Komail 184 23.98% 

Table (10) : Damerau-Levenshtein distance of other 

 previous approaches 

Previous Approaches  NO. Differences 

   Khan‟s method [12] 282 

   Khan‟s method [12] 326 
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3.  Using DNA strand as end stego key provide difficulty for attackers about the expected one DNA strand from 255 

strands when prime=251. 

4. Existence of control diacritics within cover text was excluded the suspense of attackers about the real 

embedding area and provide some permutation on the cover. 

5. Because of there is specific secret area within cover, so cover will have over-crowding and few-crowding  of 

diacritics area. This case may raise suspicion , So, we solved this by applying the same scenario of embedding 

process on areas before start stego key and after end stego key but without  using secret diacritics only using 

random set of diacritic bases.  

6. According to the results from popular measurements that used in steganography in text the proposed approach 

was gave an efficient results when comparison with pervious works in this field. 

7. The proposed approach was provided high capacity ratio when compared with other text steganography 

techniques. 

8. The cover media can be reused more than once if needed. However, hiding capacity will decrease drastically 

every time a new message is embedded into the cover text 
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